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Abstract

In this paper it is shown how operational semantic methods may be naturally extended to
encompass many of the concepts of denotational semantics. This work builds on the standard
development of an operational semantics as an interpreter and operational equivalence. The
key addition is an operational ordering on sets of terms. From properties of this ordering a
closure construction directly yields a fully abstract continuous cpo model. Furthermore, it is
not necessary to construct the cpo, for principles such as soundness of fixed-point induction
may be obtained by direct reasoning from this new ordering. The end result is that traditional
denotational techniques may be applied in a purely operational setting in a natural fashion, a
matter of practical importance for developing semantics of realistic programming languages.

1 Introduction

This paper aims to accomplish a degree of unification between operational and denotational ap-
proaches to programming language semantics by recasting denotational concepts inside a purely
operational framework. These concepts include notions of ordering a ! b, directed set, complete
partial order, monotonicity, continuity, least fixed point principle, and fixed point induction.

There is an important application of this. The denotational concepts listed above are in fact
useful for giving rigorous semantics to large classes of programming languages and logics. Theories
of program equivalence arise directly from domain orderings. The notions of directed set, least
upper bound and continuity lead to a least fixed-point induction principle. Ideal sets, defined in
terms of least upper bounds, are a general notion of data type[MPS84]. However, denotational
semantics su!ers some shortcomings that limits its usefulness, the most well-known being the full
abstraction problem. For most languages, equality of the domain does not exactly correspond to
the operational equality. A full discussion of this issue is outside the scope of this paper; see for
instance [Sto88, Blo90].

This paper outlines an approach whereby a purely operational theory of a programming language
may be enriched in a natural fashion to incorporate the “denotational” properties listed above. In
this paper we carry out the program for a small deterministic functional language . What we see
as the interest of the method is not its applicability to small languages, however. We see the method
as applicable to a wide class of languages, including nondeterministic, concurrent, object-oriented,
imperative, and typed languages (with polymorphic, recursive and module constructors), and plan
to demonstrate this applicability in future work.

Let us now consider the paper in more detail. In section 3, a now-standard development of
a basic operational semantics for the language is presented. This consists of an interpreter, an
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operational ordering a !" b, and corresponding equivalence a "= b. These results are largely known in
the literature, although some new, simplified proofs are presented, and a large number of properties
are proved about !".

In section 4 new results are presented to extend the basic operational semantics to encompass
concepts of domain theory. The objective here is not just to mimic concepts of domain theory, but to
derive generally useful semantic principles that extend the basic operational semantics. In fact, the
operational concepts developed here di!er from the domain development in some significant ways.
The operational ordering !" does not form a cpo by simple computability arguments, and “least
upper bound” is not very interesting operationally because the operational analogue of continuity
fails.

However, there is a new concept that allows analogous principles to be derived. The idea,
informally, is to view !"-directed sets of terms A as one large cooperating computation. The
terms in A will never outright contradict each other, for instance by having one compute to 3
and the other 5, because then the set would not have been directed. So, we can view them
as cooperating, ignoring those elements that diverge. This leads to the definitions of an or-
dering A !"S

B and equivalence A "=S B defined on directed sets of computations A and B.
For example, for some function f and everywhere diverging function !x.#, the !"-directed set
{!x.#, f(!x.#), f(f(!x.#)), . . . , fk(!x.#), . . .} is "=S to the set {Y (f)}, where Y is an appropriate
fixed-point operator. This is because for any particular halting computation that uses Y (f), only
finitely many recursive calls of f will be executed, so f unrolled that many times su"ces in place
of Y (f). A useful theory of the ordering !"S is developed, showing that !"S successfully takes the
place of notions of least upper bound and continuity found in domain theory.

This allows results (such as Scott fixed-point induction, section 4.3) which have in the past
needed continuous cpo models for justification to be proven directly using operational orderings.
One concrete example is all the rules of the LCF programming logic [GMW79] can be shown sound
by this method. This might at first seem surprising, because the rules of LCF were inspired by
Scott’s domain model. In fact, to the author’s knowledge there is no equational principle which is
derivable in a fully abstract domain model and not derivable independently in this setting.

To further justify the power of these concepts, a fully abstract cpo is directly constructed from
properties of !" and !"S

in section 5. The net result is evidence for the similarity of this operational
approach to denotational semantics and thus the usefulness of these operational principles. We
should emphasize however that our purpose in giving this cpo construction is not to give another
method for constructing fully abstract cpos, for there is really no need to work in a cpo model; the
extra elements added by the cpo closure merely complicate proofs, and it is easier to work directly
over directed sets of terms. Since researchers are more familiar with cpo models, the utility of this
observation will perhaps not be immediately evident.

2 Related Work

There has already been considerable work in developing the basic operational notions of ordering !"
and corresponding equivalence "= that we present in the next section. Numerous basic properties are
desired, including the respect of computation, for instance requiring plus(3, 2) "= 5, and congruence.
A number of researchers have developed methods to directly prove these and other basic properties
without recourse to domain theory; see for instance Milner [Mil77], Howe [How89], and Mason
and Talcott [MT91]. It also should be mentioned that for simple functional languages like
studied here, denotational models can be altered by various means to achieve fully abstract models
[EHdR92, Abr90].
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Milner, in one of the classic papers of denotational semantics, constructs a fully abstract cpo
starting from an operational ordering on terms $. Milner proves both respect of computation and
congruence by purely syntactic means. His construction of the cpo is quite di!erent than that of
this paper and it leaves him with no completely operational characterization as is possible here: he
cannot stop short of constructing a cpo and still have a usable theory. Furthermore, his language
is typed and based on combinators rather than !, greatly simplifying the mathematics.

Howe proves congruence for a class of languages with a particular style of operational semantics.
This schema captures simple functional programming language features, but does not extend to
languages with advanced features such as e!ects or control operators. Since all such schemas must
leave out interesting languages, no schema is attempted here. Instead, we prove the results for
one particular language; one can work from the proofs herein to generalize the results to other
languages.

Mason and Talcott have proven respect of computation and congruence for more complex lan-
guages than the language presented here—their languages have continuations as first-class objects
and a global state. The development of the basic operational semantics of the next section is based
on the methods of Mason and Talcott. Their work complements ours because it indicates the new
results presented in section 4 may be expected to apply to more complex languages.

3 Basic Operational Semantics

For this paper, a simple untyped call-by-value functional language with numbers and pairing is
studied. We choose call-by-value evaluation because it is slightly more challenging than call-by-
name; an earlier version of this work incorporated call-by-name evaluation [Smi92a].

Definition 3.1 The expressions of are the least collection constructed from

(i) countably many variables (never directly written),

(ii) value terms 0, 1, 2, . . ., %v0, v1&, !x.a,

(iii) and computation terms pred(a), succ(a), if zero(a; b; c), "1(a), "2(a), a(b),

where a, b, and c are terms, v0 and v1 are value terms, and x is a variable.

Let a–f range over terms (f is expected to be a function term), v range over value terms, and x–z
range over variables. Conventions of bound and free variables and substitution a{x : = a!} are as
follows: !x.a binds free occurrences of x in a, and a{x : = a!} denotes the substitution of a! for
free occurrences of x in a, renaming bound variables of a to avoid capture. A term is closed if all
variables occurring are bound. a = b means a and b are identical modulo #-conversion.

First, an operational semantics for untyped computations is given. We present a rewriting
interpreter like the

v
' relation of [Plo75], using the more convenient notion of a reduction context

(a.k.a. evaluation context) taken from [FFK87].
Closed terms are either computations or values. Call-by-value evaluation is deterministic, so at

most one reduction applies. C[(] denotes a context, a term C with occurrences of atomic holes “(”
in which another term a may be placed, C[a]. This may lead to free variables in a being captured
by C. We use specialized reduction contexts R to isolate the next redex to be reduced.

Definition 3.2 A reduction context R[[[•]]] is inductively of the form

• (a hole) or R![[[•]]](a), or v(R![[[•]]]), or if zero(R![[[•]]]; a; b), or pred(R![[[•]]]),
or succ(R![[[•]]]), or "1(R![[[•]]]), or "2(R![[[•]]]), or %R![[[•]]], a&, or %v,R![[[•]]]&,
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where R![[[•]]] is a reduction context, a and b are terms and v is a value.

R[[[•]]] can be viewed as a syntactic form of the continuation for the computation in the hole. Reduc-
tion contexts are used below as follows. In order to perform one step of computation of some term
a, it is factored into a = R[[[a!]]] for some reduction context R[[[•]]] and redex a!, and the redex then
contracted. “•” is used to represent the (unique) hole in a reduction context and not “(”, because
it will sometimes be necessary to use reduction contexts that also have occurrences of normal holes
(, written R[(][[[•]]].

Definition 3.3 )'1, single-step computation, is the least relation on closed terms such that, for
closed R[[[•]]], b, c,!x.a, v, v0 , v1,

R[[[(!x.a)(v)]]] )'1 R[[[a{x : = v}]]]
R[[["1(%v0, v1&)]]] )'1 R[[[v0]]]
R[[["2(%v0, v1&)]]] )'1 R[[[v1]]]
R[[[succ(v0)]]] )'1 R[[[v1]]], where v1 is one larger than the number v0
R[[[pred(v0)]]] )'1 R[[[v1]]], where v1 is one smaller than v0, and 0 if v0 is 0
R[[[if zero(0; b; c)]]] )'1 R[[[b]]]
R[[[if zero(v; b; c)]]] )'1 R[[[c]]], where v * {1, 2, . . .}.

For each line R[[[a]]] )'1 R[[[b]]] in the above definition, a is a redex and b its contractum. Note that
computation is defined for closed terms only; open terms are incomplete programs. We will be able
to reason about them, but not directly compute them. It is necessary to show that every term a
can be uniquely factored into a form a = R[[[a!]]] where a! is a redex to guarantee a deterministic
evaluator for has been defined [FFK87].

Lemma 3.4 (Unique Factorization) If a )'1 b then a = R[[[c]]] for some unique reduction context
R[[[•]]] and redex c.

Proof. By induction on the term structure. If a is a value the result is trivial; suppose inductively
that terms smaller than a can be factored, and proceed by cases on the outermost constructor of
a. If a = d(e), then there are three subcases: if d and e are values, let R be (•), and c be a. If d is
a value but not e, inductively e = R![[[f ]]] uniquely, so let R be d(R![[[•]]]), and c be f . If neither are
values, inductively d = R![[[f ]]] uniquely, so let R be (R![[[•]]])(e), and c be f . The other possibilities
for a proceed similarly.
qed.

In proofs below it is often desirable to factor an instantiated context C[a] into reduction context
form; the following lemma defines the proper factoring.

Corollary 3.5 (Unique Context Factorization) If C[a] )'1 a!, there exists unique R[(][[[•]]]
and C ![(] such that C[(] = R[(][[[C ![(]]]], and C ![a] is a redex or C ![(] = (.

Proof. C[a] = R![[[c]]] for redex c uniquely by above. Consider where the occurrences of a in C[a]
lie in R![[[c]]]. If they all are subterms of either R! or of c, R![[[c]]] may be re-written R[a][[[C ![a]]]]. The
only other possibility is the redex c is a subterm of a, in which case we let C ![(] = ( and have
C[a] = R[a][[[a]]].
qed.

Definition 3.6 Over closed terms,

(i) )'" is the reflexive, transitive closure of )'1.
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(ii) )' is )'" with its range restricted to values only.

Lemma 3.7 )'1 and )' possess the following properties:

(i) (locality of evaluation) If R[[[a]]] )'1 a!, then a is closed, a )'1 b, and a! = R[[[b]]].

(ii) (reflexivity for values) v )' v

(iii) (determinism) If a )' v and a )' v! then v = v!.

Termination a+means a )' v for some v, and nontermination a,means ¬a+; #
def
= (!x.x(x))(!x.x(x)),

#!
def
= !x.#, and call-by-value fixed point combinator Yv

def
= !y.(!x.!z.y(x(x))(z))(!x.!z.y(x(x))(z)).

3.1 Ordering and Equivalence

There is only one universally accepted notion of operational equivalence, observational congruence
(also called operational equivalence) a "=obs b. a and b are observationally congruent just when a and
b behave identically when placed in any closing program context C[(]. It is trivially a congruence.

Definition 3.8 (i) a !"obs
b i! C[a]+ implies C[b]+, for all contexts C[(] such that C[a] and C[b]

are closed.

(ii) a "=obs b i! a !"obs
b and b !"obs

a.

Lemma 3.9 !"obs is substitutive, i.e. a
!"obs b implies C[a] !"obs C[b], and "=obs is a congruence.

Proof. To show C[a] !"obs
C[b], by the definitions we must show C ![C[a]]+ implies C ![C[b]]+, and

this is direct from assumption a !"obs
b, picking C[(] there to be C ![C[(]].

qed.
Some alternate notions of operational equivalence a "=alt b have been developed that can be

characterized as a pruning of the set of contexts for which a and b must behave identically to be
considered equal. Since contexts are pruned, a "=obs b (same in all contexts) always implies a "=alt b
(same in a subset of all contexts). But, the significance of these alternate orderings is the pruned
contexts are not needed to distinguish terms: "=alt is exactly "=obs. What is gained then is not
a di!erent notion of equivalence, but an easier route to proving observational congruence. With
fewer contexts, it is easier to show a "=alt b than to show a "=obs b.

We define such an alternate notion in this paper, restricting contexts to be closed instances of
all uses of an expression. This equivalence is thus called ciu equivalence "=ciu, following [MT91].
a "=ciu b means a and b behave identically when closed (the closed instances part) and placed in any
reduction context R[[[•]]] (the uses part). As alluded to above, we can prove "=obs is the same as "=ciu

(Limited Contexts Lemma, 3.16), so we have gained a simpler characterization of observational
congruence. Some other alternate notions are discussed at the end of this section.

Notation is then needed for the closing of a term. Define closing substitutions $ to range
over finite sequences {x1 : = a1} . . . , {xn : = an} where the ai are closed. a" denotes a{x1 : =
a1} . . . , {xn : = an} and is only well-formed if the result is closed. A value substitution is a
substitution where all variables map to value terms. For simplicity "=ciu will hereafter be abbreviated
"=.

Definition 3.10 (i) For closed a and b, a !"0
b i! for all reduction contexts R[[[•]]], if R[[[a]]]+, then

R[[[b]]]+.

(ii) For arbitrary a and b, a !" b i! for all closing value substitutions $, a" !"0
b".
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(iii) a "= b i! a !" b and b !" a.

Lemma 3.11 (!"/"= Properites) (i) !" is transitive and reflexive (a pre-order), and "= is an
equivalence relation;

(ii) "= is nontrivial, in particular 0 -"= 1;

(iii) # !" a, and #! !" !x.a;

(iv) For closed a, a, i! a "= #;

(v) "= respects computation, i.e. a "= b where a is a redex and b its contractum;

(vi) For closed a and b, if a )' v and a !" b, then b )' v!, and v and v! have the same outermost
constructor;

(vii) v(a) "= # if v is a number or pair;

(viii) "{1,2}(v) "= # if v is a number or lambda;

(ix) pred(v) "= succ(v) "= if zero(v; a; b) "= # if v is a pair or lambda;

(x) if a "= # then R[[[a]]] "= # for all R[[[•]]].

Proof. Direct from the definitions.
qed.

We briefly mention some related alternate notions of equivalence that have been proposed for
deterministic languages. Bloom’s applicative congruence "=ap [Blo90] for the simply typed language
PCF may be viewed as a further restriction on the observation contexts to be those applicative
contexts (()(a0)(a1) . . . (an) that drive the term in the hole to ground type. This notion in fact
originates with Milner [Mil77], and Milner proves the Context Lemma that implies "=ap is exactly
"=obs."

Abramsky [Abr90] and Howe [How89] define an ordering closely related to "=ciu and "=ap, ap-
plicative bisimulation a "=bisim b. As with "=, all closed instances of a and b are taken, but instead of
using reduction contexts R or applications (()(a0)(a1) . . . (an) to signify all the possible uses, there
must exist a bisimulation between the closed instances. For the language of this paper, alternate
equivalences of all of the three styles "=ciu, "=ap, "=bisim may be defined and will in fact be provably
identical relations. We choose to use "=ciu for a resulting simplicity of proofs. The important point
to be made is the di!erence between the above alternate notions are more technical than substan-
tive, and the new ideas of this paper presented in section 4 could be developed using any of the
above alternate equivalences. The best choice depends on the language and applications intended.

Up to this point an ordering "= has been defined which respects computation. Four important
results are next proven about this ordering: the substitutivity of !", which has as a corollary the
congruence of "= and the equivalence of "= and "=obs; two properties which are the operational ana-
logues the least fixed-point and continuity properties of domain theory; and a fixed point induction
principle.

!Milner’s result is actually slightly di!erent because he defines his ordering over an abstract base type and uses
combinators instead, but in spirit they are the same.
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3.2 Congruence

The desired theorem is as follows.

Theorem 3.12 ("= Congruence) If a "= b then C[a] "= C[b].

The proof given here is derived from the proof found in [MT91]. Mason and Talcott prove this
property by direct induction on the length of the computation C[a]. Their proof is complicated
considerably because in the course of computation substitutions may be performed on the term
in the hole, and these substitutions may in turn include terms with holes, ad nauseum. All of
this must be explicitly kept track of using a generalized notion of hole. Here we take a di!erent
approach, breaking the theorem into separate chunks and avoiding the need for generalized holes.
The key insight is C[(] is constructed step-by-step, i.e. the theorem is proven by induction on
C[(]’s size. The first lemma we prove guarantees the result holds if C[(] does not capture variables
in a and b. Next, we prove that a "= b implies !x.a "= !x.b. By repeated application of these two
lemmas, any substitutive context can be constructed around a and b.

Lemma 3.13 (Closed Substitutivity) !"0
is substitutive, i.e. for closed a, b and C[(], if a !"0

b
then C[a] !"0

C[b].

Proof. To show C[a] !"0 C[b], it su"ces to pick arbitrary closed C[(], and show C[a]+ implies
C[b]+. Proceed by induction on the number of computation steps taken by C[a], generalizing to
arbitrary C[(]. For the base case, either C[(] is outermost a value, in which case the result is trivial,
or C[(] = (, in which case the result follows directly by hypothesis with R[[[•]]] = •.

Assume there is a proof for shorter computations, and consider what happens in one step of
computation

C[a] )'1 a!.

Using the Unique Context Factorization Corollary (3.5), We may factor C[(] = R[(][[[C ![(]]]], where
C ![a] is a redex or C ![(] = (. Consider the next step of computation

R[a][[[C ![a]]]] )'1 R[a][[[c]]].

Observe that by inspection of the reduction rules, a occurring outside of the reduction context are
untouched when one step of computation is performed. Now, consider C ![a] in a reduction context.
Taking the case C ![(] -= (, inspection of the reduction rules shows a inside C ![(] are also just carried
over to the right side of the rule, except in a few special cases. Putting o! the special cases, assume
a is not touched; we may write the single step as

R[a][[[C ![a]]]] )'1 R[a][[[C !![a]]]]

for some C !![(]. The right side of the reduction is one step shorter, so applying the induction
hypothesis gives R[b][[[C !![b]]]]+, and since R[b][[[C ![b]]]] )'1 R[b][[[C !![b]]]], R[b][[[C ![b]]]]+. Returning to the
special cases, if C ![(] = (()(C !![(]),

R[a][[[a(C !![a])]]] )'1 R[a][[[a!{x : = C !![a]}]]], where a = !x.a!.

By induction hypothesis, R[b][[[a!{x : = C !![b]}]]]+; thus, R[b][[[a(C !![b])]]]+ by reversing the computation
step. This term may also be written R![b][[[a]]] for R! = R[(][[[(•)(C !![b])]]]; observe R! is a reduction
context. Then, from assumption a !"0 b, R

![b][[[b]]]+, so reverting to previous notation, R[b][[[b(C !![b])]]]+,
proving this case. The other special cases where the hole is touched, C ![(] = "{1,2}((), pred ((),
succ((), and if zero((;C !![(];C !!![(]), are similar.

The only case remaining is C ![(] = (,
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R[a][[[a]]] )'1 R[a][[[a!]]].

Applying the induction hypothesis to the right side treating a! as fixed, R[b][[[a!]]]+, so R[b][[[a]]]+ as
well. So, since a !"0

b, R[b][[[b]]]+ directly.
qed.

Lemma 3.14 (Lambda Substitutivity) If a !" b then !x.a !" !x.b.

Proof. Since !x.a and !x.b may contain free variables, we must close them with a substitution $.
Without loss of generality we move $ inside the lambda !x.(a"), with the restriction that x occurs
neither in the domain or range of $. To show !x.a" !"0

!x.b", following the previous lemma it
su"ces to show C[!x.a"]+ implies C[!x.b"]+ for closed C[(], by induction on computation length.
Again, apply the Unique Context Factorization Corollary (3.5) to give C[(] = R[(][[[C ![(]]]], where
C ![!x.a"] is a redex or C ![(] = (.

Consider what happens in one step of computation

R[!x.a"][[[C ![!x.a"]]]] )'1 R[!x.a"][[[d]]].

Consider C ![!x.a" ] in the reduction context: if C ![(] is not of the form ((C !![(]), inspection of the
reduction rules shows the !x.a" inside C ![(] is just carried over to the right side of the reduction
rule. So, for these C ![(], !x.a" is not touched; we may write the single step as

R[!x.a"][[[C ![!x.a"]]]] )'1 R[!x.a"][[[C !![!x.a"]]]]

for some C !![(]. The right side of the reduction is one step shorter, so applying the induc-
tion hypothesis gives R[!x.b"][[[C !![!x.b"]]]]+, and since R[!x.b"][[[C ![!x.b"]]]] )'1 R[!x.b"][[[C !![!x.b"]]]],
R[!x.b"][[[C ![!x.b" ]]]]+.

The only case remaining is then when C ![(] = ((C !![(]),

R[!x.a"][[[(!x.a")(C !![!x.a" ])]]] )'1 R[!x.a"][[[a"#{x:=C""[!x.a!]}]]].

Applying the induction hypothesis to the right side treating a"#{x:=C""[$]} as fixed, we have

R[!x.b"][[[a"#{x:=C""[!x.b!]}]]]+.

So, since a"#{x:=C""[!x.b!]} !" b"#{x:=C""[!x.b!]}, R[!x.b"][[[b"#{x:=C""[!x.b!]}]]]+ directly. Thus, by uni-
formly reversing the computation step, R[!x.b"][[[(!x.b")(C !![!x.b"])]]]+.
qed.

Theorem 3.15 (!" Substitutivity) If a !" b then C[a] !" C[b].

Proof. Proceed by induction on the structure of C[(]. The base C[(] = ( is trivial; assume true
for smaller contexts. Proceed by cases on the outermost structure of C[(].
case C[(] = !x.C ![(]: By the induction hypothesis, C ![a] !" C ![b], so !x.C ![a] !" !x.C ![b] by the
Lambda Substitutivity Lemma (3.14).
case C[(] = C1[(](C2[(]): Show (C1[a](C2[a]))" !"0

(C1[b](C2[b]))" for closing $. By the induction
hypothesis we may obtain (Ci[a])" !"0

(Ci[b])" for i < 2. Since (C1[a])" and (C1[b])" are closed,
(C1[a]"(C2[a]")) !"0

(C1[b]"(C2[a]")) by the Closed Substitutivity Lemma (3.13), and by one more
application of the Lemma, (C1[a]"(C2[a]")) !"0 (C1[b]"(C2[b]")). Thus, since application does not
introduce any new bindings, (C1[a](C2[a]))" !"0 (C1[b](C2[b]))" .
case C[(] = outermost other constructors: Proof proceeds similarly to the case for application,
since no binding of free variables takes place.
qed.
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Proof of "= Congruence Theorem (3.12) Direct from the !" Substitutivity Theorem (3.15).
qed.

It is possible to now prove a limited number of contexts su"ces for observing di!erences, and
thus !" and "= are equivalent to !"obs

and "=obs, respectively. This Lemma is similar to Mason and
Talcott’s ciu theorem [MT91], Milner’s Context Lemma [Mil77], and to what Bloom [Blo90] calls
operational extensionality.

Lemma 3.16 (Limited Contexts) (i) a !"obs b i! a !" b

(ii) a "=obs b i! a "= b

Proof. (i) .: Show R[[[a"]]]+ implies R[[[b"]]]+. These terms can equivalently be written as a context
C[(] with a or b placed in the hole: C[(] = (!x1, . . . !xn.R[[[(]]])(v1) . . . (vn), where $ = {x1 : =
v1} . . . {xn : = vn}; C[a] )'" R[[[a"]]] and C[b] )'" R[[[b"]]]. So, since C[a]+ implies C[b]+ by assumption,
the result follows.
/: If a !" b, then C[a] !" C[b] for all closing C[(] by the Substitutivity Theorem (3.15), so by the
!" / "= Properties Lemma (3.11) (vi), a !"obs

b.
(ii) Direct from (i).
qed.

Lemma 3.17 (Extensionality) (i) All functions are extensional: !x.a !" !x.b i! (!x.a)(v) !"
(!x.b)(v) for all values v.

(ii) (%-!) If f "= !x.b, then f "= !y.f(y);

(iii) (%-") If a "= %b, c&, then a "= %"1(a),"2(a)&;

Proof. (i), .: Direct from the definitions.
(i), /: Proof proceeds by the same technique as Lambda Substitutivity Lemma (3.14). Again, we
consider what happens in one step of computation

R[!x.a"][[[C ![!x.a"]]]] )'1 R[!x.a"][[[d]]].

The only di"cult case is also when C ![(] = ((C !![(]),

R[!x.a"][[[(!x.a")(C !![!x.a" ])]]] )'1 R[!x.a"][[[a"#{x:=C""[!x.a!]}]]].

Applying the induction hypothesis to the right side treating a"#{x:=C""[$]} as fixed, we have

R[!x.b"][[[a"#{x:=C""[!x.b!]}]]]+.

Thus, by uniformly reversing the computation step, R[!x.b"][[[(!x.a")(C !![!x.b"])]]]+. Letting v in
the hypothesis be C !![!x.b"], by the definition of !" we are done. (ii) and (iii) are similar but
simpler.
qed.

4 Semantics of Directed Sets

The main contribution of this paper is the definition of an ordering !"S on directed sets of terms
which conceptually replaces the notion of least upper bound of domain theory, because it has a
substitutivity property which is an analogue of continuity for functions in a cpo model. That
ordering is now defined.
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To separate categories, small letters a–f range over terms, capital letters A–F range over sets of
terms, and script letters A–F range over sets of sets of terms. Term constructors implicitly extend
pointwise to sets of terms, so for instance a(B) abbreviates {a(b) | b * B} and A(B) abbreviates
{a(b) | a * A, b * B}. Substitutions $ may also act on a set of terms: define A" = {a" | a * A}.
A set of terms is closed if all the terms in the set are closed. Recall that $ is a finite sequence of
variable substitutions, so some sets of terms A have no closing substitution $. We thus restrict
ourselves hereafter to sets A with finitely many free variables. †

Definition 4.1 a set of terms A is directed i! for every a, b * A, a !" c and b !" c for some c * A.

It is possible to consider directed sets as a collective representation of a single term, because the
only incompatibility between terms in a directed set is that one may halt while another diverges.
In such a case we ignore the diverging computations, taking the most defined elements. It is then
possible to define an ordering A !"S

B which is an extension of !" to directed sets of terms (look at
the definition below carefully, however: it is not the obvious pointwise extension). This ordering is
a generalization of !" and is useful for characterizing the relation between sets of terms. "=S is the
equivalence induced by !"S . Substitutivity of !"S may then be proved, and numerous applications
of this result developed.

Definition 4.2 (i) A !"S,0
B i! A,B closed and directed and for all closed R[[[•]]] and a * A, if

R[[[a]]]+, then R[[[b]]]+ for some b * B.

(ii) A !"S B i! A" !"S,0 B
" for all closing substitutions $.

(iii) A "=S B i! A !"S
B and B !"S

A.

Here are some basic properties.

Lemma 4.3 (!"S Properties) (i) {a} !"S {b} i! a !" b.

(ii) A !"S
{b} i! a !" b for all a * A.

(iii) a * A implies {a} !"S A.

(iv) A !"S
B does not imply that for all a * A there exists b * B such that a !" b.

Proof. (i)-(iii) are direct from the definitions. For a counterexample to (iv), see the Fixed Point
Approximation Lemma (4.6).
qed.

The most important properties of !"S and "=S are substitutivity and congruence properties; the
proofs are very similar to the proofs of the same properties for !" and "=. The main di!erence
is directnedness is needed in a context C[(] with multiple holes because there can be a di!erent
member of the directed set in each hole, but by directedness there is a single biggest element which
can replace all these elements and have at least as strong a termination behavior.

Theorem 4.4 (!"S Substitutivity/Congruence) Four substitutivity properties over directed
sets hold.

(i) !"S,0
is substitutive, i.e. if A !"S,0

B then C[A] !"S,0
C[B] for closed C[(].

†This restriction could be relaxed, but with an added bookkeeping requirement to ensure fresh variables are always
available.
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(ii) If A !"S B, then !x.A !"S !x.B.

(iii) !"S is substitutive.

(iv) "=S is a congruence.

Proof. (i) To show !"S,0
substitutive, show for arbitrary a * A and closed C[(] that if C[a]+, C[b]+

for some b * B. The remainder of the proof proceeds by induction on computation length, paral-
leling the proof of the Closed Substitutivity Lemma (3.13). The only di!erence is the assumption
we are reasoning under, in the other case a !"0 b, and in this case A !"S,0 B. To give the di!erence
in proofs, it su"ces to consider the case C ![(] = (, where

R[a][[[a]]] )'1 R[a][[[a!]]].

Applying the induction hypothesis to the right side treating a! as fixed, R[b][[[a!]]]+, so R[b][[[a]]]+ as
well. So, since A !"S,0 B, R[b][[[b!]]]+ for some b!. Then, by directedness of B, there exists b!! s.t.

b, b! !"0
b!!, and R[b!!][[[b!!]]]+, proving this case.

(ii), (iii), (iv) di!er in an analogous manner with proofs of the Lambda Substitutivity Lemma
(3.14), the !" Substitutivity Theorem (3.15) and the !" Congruence Theorem (3.12), respectively.
qed.

We show in section 4.2 that the lub of a !"-directed set is not always a useful property, because
some chains have what we think of as their proper lub missing due to its uncomputability. This
means operational least upper bounds may have a discontinuity going from the chain to the lub,
and continuity of all functions fails (Theorem 4.13). Fortunately, there is an analogue here that is
just as useful. The assertion {a} "=S A captures the fact that a single computation has the same
behaviors as a directed set of computations. This notion will be shown to succesfully take the place
of lub. An elegant restatement of this is a is the greatest term that is a lower bound of the set A.

Lemma 4.5 (Greatest Lower Bound) {a} "=S A i! {a} !"S
A and for all a!, if {a!} !"S

A, then
a! !" a.

Proof. .: {a} !"S A follows trivially. Supposing {a!} !"S A, show a! !" a. Show for closed terms;
the result for open terms is then direct. Suppose R[[[a!]]]+, show R[[[a]]]+. By the definition of !"S,0,

R[[[a!!]]]+ for some a!! * A; thus, since A !"S,0
{a}, R[[[a]]]+.

/: Show A !"S {a} (the other direction of "=S is given) by showing a! !" a for arbitrary a! * A.
Since {a!} !"S A, this follows directly by assumption.
qed.

4.1 Least fixed point principle

For this section, take f to be a functional !x.!z.b. We wish to reason about fixed points of such
functionals by considering their finite approximations. The directed set we study is

{#!, f(#!), f(f(#!)), . . . , fk(#!), . . .},

which is shown "=S to {Yv(f)}. Intuitively, this means in any particular program context, some
finite-depth recursion stack will su"ce to compute a recursive function properly.

Lemma 4.6 (Fixed Point Approximation) {Yv(f)} "=S {fk | k * }

Proof. Take f to be closed, for from this case the result follows for arbitrary f . The right-

to-left direction is direct by computing; for the other direction, note Yv(f) "= f !(f !) where f ! def
=

!x.!z.f(x(x))(z), so it su"ces to show {f !(f !)} !"S {fk | k * }. Expanding definitions, the goal
becomes

11



R[[[f !(f !)]]]+ implies R[[[fk]]]+ for some k.

The rest of the proof parallels previous proofs such as the Closed Substituvity Lemma (3.13):
generalize and induct on computation length. The only interesting case, where f !(f !) is touched, is

R[f !(f !)][[[f !(f !)]]] )'1 R[f !(f !)][[[!z.f(f !(f !))(z)]]],

with the goal to show R[fk][[[fk]]]+. By induction hypothesis, for some k!, R[fk"][[[!z.f(fk")(z)]]]+, so
since fk" !" fk"+1, and !z.f(fk")(z) "= fk"+1 by %, R[fk"+1][[[fk"+1]]]+, and letting k be k! + 1, the
goal is proven.
qed.

It is now possible to prove a call-by-value least fixed point theorem.

Theorem 4.7 (Least Fixed Point) Yv(f) "= f(Yv(f)) and for all !x.a such that !x.a "= f(!x.a),
Yv(f) !" !x.a.

Proof. The first half follows by computing; for the second half, suppose for arbitrary !x.a that
!x.a "= f(!x.a). {fk|k * } !"S

{!x.a} follows by showing fk !" !x.a by direct induction on k. By

the Fixed Point Approximation Lemma (4.6), {fk|k * } "=S {Yv(f)}. Thus, {Yv(f)} !"S
{!x.a},

so Yv(f) !" !x.a by the !"S
Properties Lemma (4.3).

qed.

4.2 Least upper bounds

Least upper bounds are important phenomena in domains, but since operational theories have fewer
points due to absence of uncomputable functions, lubs are not nearly as interesting. In particular,
continuity of all functions fails.

Before defining least upper bounds, we note that not all directed sets of terms have upper
bounds, so they also will not have least upper bounds. Let K be the non-r.e. set

K
def
= {n | n * and Turing machine &n diverges on blank tape }.

To simplify notation, define metafunctions

'(n) =

!

1 if n * K
0 otherwise

'(n) = 10 '(n)

The directed set

D0 = {fk | fk(n) "= '(n) for n < k,
fk(n) "= # o.w. },

where the functions fk are definable since they have finitely many non-# values, cannot have an
upper bound, because this would be a function solving the halting problem. This example illustrates
the root of the problem with lubs: in a domain, the presence of uncomputable functions gives nice
closure conditions we never can obtain in a purely operational setting. We thus must define lub as
a relation, not an operation.

Definition 4.8
"

(A, a) (“a is the least upper bound of A”) i! A !"S {a} and for all a!, if A !"S
{a!}, then a !" a!.
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Other sets have upper bounds but no least upper bound. The set

D1 = {dk | dk(n) "= 1 if n < k and '(n) = 1,
dk(n) "= # o.w. }

has the upper bound d = !x.1, but for instance assuming '(k) = 0,

!x. if x = k then # else 1

is a smaller upper bound. It is easy to show by a computability argument that no least upper
bound of D1 exists.

The continuity property of functions in domain theory is defined in an environment where lubs
always exist, and takes the form

"

a%A f(a) = f(
"

A), with
"

A an operation returning the lub of
A. Without the presence of such an operation, continuity of f is phrased as follows.

Definition 4.9 f is continuous i! given a directed set A and a term a with
"

(A, a),
"

(f(A), f(a)).

The failure of continuity is shown by counterexample. For some function f , there is a directed
set L and upper bound l such that

"

(L, l), but
"

(f(L), f(l)) fails. The counterexample is highly
language-dependent, but this should not be taken to mean non-continuity is a product of this
language; it is really a product of the “lack of points” in an operational semantics, but showing
this is di"cult and requires using much specific knowledge of the language.

Before giving f , l and L, let us motivate their construction. As already observed, the key
problem is the missing points corresponding to uncomputable functions. We demonstrated an
upper bound d of the set D1 that was not least. We modify that example by defining l and L
such that it is impossible to define any smaller upper bounds of L, making l a least upper bound.
However, l is least for artificial reasons, i.e. because the “real” least upper bound is uncomputable.
We can then expose this artificiality by applying a function f to L and l that makes the real least
upper bound of f(L) computable again, demonstrating a discontinuity in f ’s behavior.

Definition 4.10 Terms L, l, and f are defined as follows:

L = {lk|k * }, where
lk = !x0, x1, x2.if zero(ak(x2); 1; 1),

a0 = #!,
ak+1 = ak{#! : = !z.x#(k+1)(#!)(z)};

l = !x0, x1, x2.1; and
f = !x.x(!y.y).

The lk encode an undecidable problem in an unusual way, by alternating successive self-application
of two functions x0 and x1 according to the dictates of some non-r.e. set. L is trivially directed,
because each successive term replaces #! with some non-#! function.

Lemma 4.11
"

(L, l).

Proof. L !"S {l} trivially. Suppose L !"S {a} for some a, show l !" a. We in fact show something
stronger, that l "= a. Assume l -"= a, derive a contradiction by showing a must define a semi-decision
procedure for the non-r.e. problem K.

The assumption L !"S
{a} means lk(t0)(t1)(t2)+ implies a(t0)(t1)(t2)+ for any terms t0, t1, t2.

We show that it su"ces to look at only a small subset of all possible t0, t1, t2 to deduce a must
semi-decide K. The triples t0, t1, t2 we are interested in are what we call the core triples. They are
made up of four k-indexed families of triples, now defined.
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Definition 4.12 The set of core triples, T , is Ta 1 Tb 1 Tc 1 Td,

Ta
def
= {tnum[#][[[k]]], tnum[k][[[k]]], n | n * , k * },

Tb
def
= {tnum[k][[[k]]], tnum[#][[[k]]], n | n * , k * },

Tc
def
= {tpr[#][[[k]]], tpr[k][[[k]]], %n, 0& | n * , k * },

Td
def
= {tpr[k][[[k]]], tpr[#][[[k]]], %n, 0& | n * , k * },

tnum[(][[[•]]]
def
= !y.!x. if x = 0 then (() else

(if y(pred (x)) = (•) then (•) else #)‡

tpr[(][[[•]]]
def
= !y.!x. if "1(x) = 0 then (() else

(if y(%pred ("1(x)), 0&) = (•) then (•) else #)

Ta and Tb have the third component of the triple numeric, and the first two components corre-
spondingly expect numerical arguments for x; Tb and Tc have the third component of the triple
%n, 0&, a number hiding inside a pair, and the first two components expect this sort of argument.
Other than this small di!erence, Ta is Tc, and Tb is Td. Another thing to note about the structure
of the triples is the first two components return at most the value k when applied, and furthermore,
when y is applied, a result of k is expected, or else will diverge. Both of these features are used to
constrain the behaviors a can have. We show that a either doesn’t evaluate any of the arguments,
in which case it must be equal to l, or the minute it touches any of the arguments it is necessarily
forced to behave like a semi-decision procedure for K.

To streamline notation, 2n3 will be used as context-sensitive notation to either indicate n or
%n, 0&, depending on whether it is the component of a tuple in Ta/b, or Tc/d, respectively. Thus, for
t0, t1, 2n3 * Td, 2n3 is %n, 0&. Similarly, 2pred (a)3 is either pred(a) or %pred ("1(a)), 0& depending on

context. 2predk(a)3 denotes

k
# $% &

2pred(. . . 2pred(a)3 . . .)3. Given a triple t0, t1, t2, u0 and u1 are defined
such that t0 = !y.!x.u0, and t1 = !y.!x.u1.

For t0, t1, 2n3 * Ta/c, observe ln(t0)(t1)(2n3)+ i! n * K, so L collectively gives a semi-decidable

characterization ofK. Similarly, Tb/d gives a co-semi-decidable characterization ofK. One corollary
of this that will be used below is if li(t0)(t1)(2n3)+ for some t0, t1, 2n3 * Ta/c, li(t

!
0)(t

!
1)(2n3), for

any t!0, t
!
1 * Tb/d, and conversely.

With all the definitions in place, we assert if a -"= l, a(t0)(t1)(2n3) )' R[[[u#(n){y : = a!}{x : =
2predn(2n3)3}]]]. This is proved by showing a can only choose one of the many possibilities it could
otherwise take in evaluating. We will start the argument by showing that of t0, t1 and 2n3, it must
be t#(1) that is touched first. Suppose none of the arguments are touched. Then, a must be l,
contradicting our assumption. Suppose that 2n3 is touched first. Since this is the first touch, up to
this point the computation proceeds uniformly. But, since 2n3 may either be a number or a pair,
any touch must treat it as either one or the other but not both, causing divergence for half of the
core triples, a contradiction. For the case t#(1) was touched first, if t#(1) were #!, there still would
be cases for which some lk would converge, but this computation would diverge, a contradiction.
Thus, by a process of elimination we have shown that a(t0)(t1)(2n3) )' R[[[t#(1)(v)]]] for some v. The
remainder of the argument proceeds in a similar fashion of exhaustively eliminating all alternative
computation paths and depends critically on the definition of the core triples to rule out paths.

ln(t0)(t1)(2n3) also forces evaluation of a similar term u#(n){y : = #}{x : = 2predn(2n3)3},
and if this value is non-#, the whole computation converges. Thus, ln(t0)(t1)(2n3) must converge
exactly when a(t0)(t1)(2n3) does.

‡if a = b then c else d is defined as if zero(subtract(a)(b); if zero(subtract(b)(a); c; d); d), and subtract is
Yv(!y.!x.!x

".if zero(x; 0; if zero(x";x; y(pred(x))(pred(x"))))).
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However, for t0, t1, n * Ta, ln(t0)(t1)(2n3)+ i! a(t0)(t1)(2n3)+ i! n * K, making a(t0)(t1) a
semi-decision procedure for K, contradicting the fact that K is non-r.e.

Therefore, L !"S
{a} and a -"= l is impossible, meaning l "= a, i.e. l is equivalent to all upper

bounds, so l is also least.
qed.

Theorem 4.13
"

(f(L), f(l)) fails, and since
"

(L, l), f is not continuous.

Proof. Given L, l, and f as defined above, we have
"

(L, l) by the previous lemma. Consider
f(L): it is equivalent, by computing, to

{!x1, x2.if zero(xjk1 (x2); 1; 1)|k * },

where jk is the cardinality of the set {n | n * K and n $ k}. f(L) thus removes all x0 terms from
the infinite chain. Since there are infinitely many members of K, the chain now has upper bound
Y (x1). Thus, f(L) !"S

{!x1, x2.if zero(Y (x1)(x2); 1; 1)}, and

f(l) "= !x1, x2.1 -!" !x1, x2.if zero(Y (x1)(x2); 1; 1),

meaning f(l) is not least.
qed.

Since "=S is a congruence (Theorem 4.4),
"

(A, a) cannot be the same as A "=S {a}. In fact, it
is a stronger relation.

Lemma 4.14 A "=S {a} .
"

(A, a), and the converse fails.

Proof. It su"ces to show for the case A, a closed. A !"S {a} is trivial; suppose A !"S {a!}, show
a !" a!. Expanding the definition of !", assume R[[[a]]]+, show R[[[a!]]]+. {a} !"S A, so R[[[a!!]]]+ for some
a!! * A; thus, by assumption, R[[[a!]]]+. Suppose the converse held; then, supposing

"

(A, a), we have
A "=S {a} and then have f(A) "=S {f(a)} and applying the first case of this lemma,

"

(f(A), f(a)),
so we have just proved continuity, contradicting Theorem 4.13.
qed.

The moral of this story is not the weakness of operational reasoning, it is only the weakness
of the concept of lub for operational reasoning. Where you wished you could say

"

(A, a), say
A "=S {a} instead. This will be born out in the ideal completion construction in section 5, where
the standard definition of ideal completion is modified exactly as just described to construct a cpo.

4.3 Fixed-point induction

One of the most useful induction principles is the Scott fixed-point induction principle ([dS69]; see
also [Man74]). The justification of fixed-point induction necessitates functions be continuous in a
domain. All that is needed to justify fixed-point induction here is the Fixed Point Approximation
Lemma (4.6) and the !"S Substitutivity Theorem (4.4).

Theorem 4.15 (Atomic Fixed Point Induction) For f = !x.!z.b, if for all k, C[fk] !" C ![fk],
then C[Yv(f)] !" C ![Yv(f)].

Proof. By the !"S Substitutivity Theorem (4.4) and Fixed Point Approximation Lemma (4.6),

{C[fk] | k * } "=S {C[Yv(f)]} and {C ![fk] | k * } "=S {C ![Yv(f)]}. Then, using the fact
{C[fk] | k * } !"S {C ![fk] | k * } (by definition of !"S) and the above equivalences, the result is
immediate.
qed.
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It is a simple matter to extend this theorem to logical formulas in which statements C[Yv(f)] !"
C ![Yv(f)] occur, although only certain admissible formulae admit to fixed-point induction; see
[Pau87, Iga72]. One alternative for a programming logic the above proof suggests is to axiomatize
"=S in a theory, and then derive instances of fixed-point induction as necessary; such a logic is
defined in [Smi92b].

4.4 An Operational Theory of

Now that the mathematical development is complete, we may collect together the basic results
which form the core of a purely operational theory of .

(i) !"/"= Properties Lemma (3.11).

(ii) !" Substitutivity Theorem (3.15).

(iii) !" Extensionality Lemma (3.17).

(iv) !"S Properties Lemma (4.3).

(v) !"S Substitutivity Theorem (4.4).

(vi) Fixed Point Approximation Lemma (4.6).

5 Constructing a cpo

In this section we show how a computation system for which the basic results have been proven
may be extended by a minor variation on the standard ideal completion to give a fully abstract cpo
model of the language. We carry out the construction for the language of the previous section,
but it only needs proofs of certain of the basic results, so is in fact quite general.

We construct a completion embedding of !" into a cpo, using a minor variation on the standard
ideal completion construction, following the development of [Sto88]. It should be emphasized there
is no reason to carry out the completion of !" for purposes of giving programs meaning; the main
purpose of this argument is to show how close a rich operational theory can be to a good cpo model.

The elements of the cpo are closed sets of terms, which are defined as follows.

Definition 5.1 The closure cl(A) of a set of terms A is the following least fixed-point

c * cl(A) i! c * A or c !" b and b * cl(A), or
D directed and D 4 cl(C) and D "=S {c}.

These sets are thus closed downward, and closed under "=S-equivalent terms (replacing the standard
closure under lubs). Such sets will be called closed sets. The cpo is inductively constructed from
closed sets.

Lemma 5.2 (Closure Properties) Closures have the following properties.

(i) cl is monotonic, i.e. A 4 B implies cl(A) 4 cl(B).

(ii) cl(cl(A)) = cl(A).

(iii) cl(
'

) = cl(
'

X% cl(X)), where each X * is a set of terms.

(iv) cl({a}) = {a!|a! !" a}
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Proof. Straightforward.

Definition 5.3 (cpo Model) (i) is the least set such that

cl({a}) * ,5a *
if 4 , then cl(

'

) *

(ii) !
def
=4,

" def
= cl(

'

), and [[a]] = cl({a}).

Lemma 5.4 4 is a cpo on .

Function application on closed sets is defined as the closure of application applied pointwise. The
resulting closed set must be shown to be in the cpo.

Definition 5.5 F (A) = cl({f(a) | f * F, a * A}), where F and A are closed sets.

Lemma 5.6 For all F,A * , F (A) * .

Proof. F (A) is cl({f(a) | f * F, a * A}), which is equal to cl(
'

f(a)%F (A) cl({f(a)})) by the
Closure Properties Lemma (5.2) (iii) (letting X be {{f(a)}|f * F, a * A}), which is in by the
construction of .
qed.

Lemma 5.7 [[f(a)]] = ([[f ]])([[a]]).

Similar operations can be defined and compositional meaning given for the other constructors of
the language.

Full abstraction is direct.

Lemma 5.8 (!"-Full Abstraction) a !" b i! [[a]] ! [[b]].

Proof. [[a]] ! [[b]] i! cl({a}) 4 cl({b}) i! a * cl({b}) i! a !" b.
qed.

Next we show the cpo inherits monotonicity and continuity properties from substitutivity prop-
erties of !" and !"S

, respectively.

Lemma 5.9 (Monotonicity) All functions in the cpo are monotonic.

Proof. Suppose A ! A!, show F (A) ! F (A!): it su"ces to show

{f(a) | f * F, a * A} 4 {f(a!) | f * F, a! * A!},

because the closure operation is itself monotone (Lemma 5.2). Since A 4 A!, this result is trivial.
qed.

Lemma 5.10 (Least Fixed Point) Letting Df be {[[fk]]|k * },
"

Df = [[Y (f)]].

Proof. Closed sets are downward-closed, so the 4 direction is trivial. For the 6 direction,
expanding definitions and using Lemma 5.2 (iii),

"

Df = cl(
'

k% cl(fk)). So all to be shown is
Y (f) * cl(

'

k% cl(fk)) by lemma 5.2 (iv). {fk|k * } is a subset of Df , so from the Fixed Point
Approximation Lemma (4.6) {fk|k * } "=S {Y (f)}, and by the definition of closure the proof is
complete.
qed.

Continuity of all functions is somewhat harder to show, requiring an induction on the definition
of cl . All that is needed is the substitutivity of !" and !"S

. This brings the picture full circle,
showing substitutivity of !"S

justifies continuity in the cpo.
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Lemma 5.11 (Continuity) all functions F * are continuous: F (
"

) =
"

X% F (X).

Proof. Expanding definitions, we want to show

cl({f(b) | f * F, b * cl(
'

)}) = cl(
'

X% cl({f(b) | f * F, b * X})).

By Lemma 5.2, the inner closure may be removed from the right-hand-side, replacing it with
cl(

'

X% {f(b) | f * F, b * X}). We now prove the equivalence in each direction.
6: this direction is easy; by monotonicity of cl , it su"ces to show this fact before taking the closure
of both sides. Suppose a * {f(b) | f * F, b * X} for some X; this means that a * {f(b) | f *
F, b * cl(

'

)}.
4: This direction is more di"cult, requiring an induction on the definition of cl . Since cl(cl(A)) =
cl(A), we can remove the outer closure from the left-hand equality. So, we suppose f(b) * {f(a) |

f * F, a * A} where b * cl(
'

), and show f(b) * D
def
= cl(

'

X% {f(b) | f * F, b * X}) by
induction on the definition of cl(

'

), definition 5.1. We make the inductive assumption

if c * cl(
'

) then f(c) * D

for smaller c. Suppose b * cl(
'

), show f(b) * D. There are three cases in the definition of
closure:
case b *

'

: Straightforward.
case D 4 cl(

'

),D "=S {b}: By the induction hypothesis, if d * D, d * cl(
'

), so f(d) * D.
By the congruence of "=S , following directly from substitutivity of !"S , f(D) "=S {f(b)}; since D is
a closure, this means f(b) * D.
case b !" b!, b! * cl(

'

): By substitutivity of !", f(b) !" f(b!); f(b!) * D, so by the properties of
closure, f(b) * D.
qed.

Summarizing these results, we have constructed a compositional cpo model for for which a
least fixed point property holds and all functions are continuous.

6 Concluding remarks

This paper treats directed sets of computations at a purely operational level, proving substitutivity
of an ordering !"S on directed sets of terms which then leads to direct proofs of least fixed point
and fixed point induction theorems, two theorems that have tradionally required domain theory to
prove (with the exception of Talcott’s direct proof of the least fixed point principle [Tal89]). The
relations !" and !"S and associated properties can then be used to construct fully abstract cpos,
showing a rich operational theory has expressive power comparable to domain theory. Languages
for which domain construction (fully abstract domain construction in particular) is intractable or
infeasible thus have another route by which full and faithful semantics may be developed.

The methods used to develop the operational theory herein are simple, and we plan to show
in future papers applicability to a wide range of languages, including typed, nondeterministic, and
imperative languages. Concrete evidence of feasibility of this task is the work of Talcott and Mason
[Tal89, MT91], where, working with languages wth first-class continuations and memories, they use
the same general techniques to prove a subset of the basic results obtained here.
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